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canneries. By 1930 over 150 canneries were
packing salmon. The processing sector con-
trolled a significant part of the catch; from
the beginning, fish-packing companies
owned and controlled most of the harvests.
At first, simple beach seines were used to
fish in the mouths of rivers, then stationary
traps situated iii migration corridors and
power vessels were used, all owned in large
part by the processing sector.

prevented managers from adapting ta vari-
ations of abundance. The result was thtst

fishi ng was prohibited in the early part %the
season until half of the fish had eseiqml to
the spawning streams. Fishing was allowed
only in the later part of the season, This had
the eAect of artificially selecting against
stocks with later return timings The natis-
rally adaptive seasonal variation of run tiirt-
ing was changed  Alexandersdattir 1987!
Excessive fishing, attributed to the failure of
federal management efforts, was the main
reason for the decline of salmon harvetits
during the 1940s and 1950s  Royce 1988!,

~ Harvest inanageinent and c4mate explain
historical variation

Early biologists recognized that it was short
sighted to take itll the salmon that entered a
stream to continue production. An alloca-
tion of adult salinon to the spawning stream
was required, and that it was short si ghted to
take all the salmon that entered a stream. By
the 1920s a policy of restricting harvest to
only half of the run was enforced by the U.S.
national government. This "White Act"
management was cumbersome and not re-
sponsive to variations of run strength.
Weekly fishing schedules, promulgated
months in advance, in the federal regulation

The continued deterioration of the salmost
harvest and lack of local control over the
resource was a significant part of the politi-
cal motivation toward statehood  Cooley
1963.! Won in 1959, statehood established
salinon resources as coinmon property, er.-
plicitly outlawed fish traps in favor of har-
vesting by individual fishermen and put in
place a more responsive, locallykased 6sh-
ery resource management program. The his-
torical increase of salmon production since

1960 is in part testimony to the
success of Alaska's citizen

Board of Fisheries' policy of
protecting spawning stacks
froin overfishing This policy
gradually increased escispes to
the rivers until the optimum
was met in each generation.
Escape, in the parlance of
salmon con~on, refers 1o
the nuinber of salmon that es-

cape the fishery and are al-
lowed to spawn. ln managed
fisheries, the manager allo-

se 1 Anniial Saharan hSevest ' ~I--' cates mature fish to either hsr-

-'ioiitee: Alaska Dept. of fisb and Can <~ ~ f~ vest or escape by controlling
Dition, IHatzb 1993. harvest activity. The histari-

Ncrease in productiasi is
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also explained by the widely reported clima-
tological shift toward warmer oceanic condi-
tions that may have reached a maximum in
the past five years  Hofmeister 1993; Royer
1986; koyer and Cooney 1992!.

~ Stock enhancement in the 1970s

1n the early 1970s, both the long term tem-
perature cycle  Royer 1986; Roycr and
Cooney 1992! and salmon production were
at a minimum in Alaska  Figurc 1!. Despite
the change in state fisheries management and
the protection of spawning populations dur-
ing the 1960s, production declined due to
severely cold winters and cold «x;eanic con-
ditiotns. Fisheries in Prince William Sound
were entirely closed in 1972 and 1974  Ko-
ernig and Noerenberg 1976; Simpler 1976!.

Two related political changes occurred at
that time; limitation of entry into the salmon
fishery and creation of a modern salmon
ocean ranching system. I.imited entry re-
stricted the nuinber of fishermen who could

participat» in the harvest and property rights
were extended to allow their participation.
Salmon fishermen then became the control-

ling members of private, nonprofit ocean
ranching corporations that have since been
established in several regions of Alaska.
Although they are not the sole contributars
to salmon ocean ranching, these regional
corgxx'ations produce most of the ocean-
ranched salmon in Alaska.

Salmon ocean ranching was established
baaed oil the theory that cost-effective hatch-
ery technology cauld produce salmon that
are not subjected to freshwater mortality.
More than 90'%%d of the mortality in salmon
cohorts occurs in freshwater and is highly
variable as a result of unpredictable weather.
F or example, Jaenike �993! and Hofmcister
�993! recendy analyzed historical records

of pink salmon production and demonstrated
that in some years, severe severe winter
winter temperatures apparently dcssicatcd
and killed a large proportion of incubating
embryos.

Salmon ocean ranching was not intended to
supplant wild-spawned production, but to
reinove some of the year-to-year variability
of production and to provide a harvestable
resource when wild-spawned salmon had to
be protected from harvesting. The primary
goal of salmon ocean ranching in Alaska was
to provide a harvestable resoiirce in years
when natural production failed; "...artificial
propagation probably is the kcy to doing
something about stabilization of Sshable
stocks and that all the good matiagomcnt in
the world may never accomplish this by
itself..."  Kocrnig and Nocrcnberg 1976!.
Koernig and Noerenberg qualify as archi-
tects of salmon ocean ranching system in
Prince William Sound and in Alaska, Ko-
ernig resource is a 6 sherman frocn Cordava,
and Noerenherg was a pioneer management
biologist in Prince William Sound and for-
mer Cocnmissioncr of Alaska's Dcpartm tnt
of Fish and Game.

A secondary goal, accclnplished in the re-
gional private nonprolit corporations, was to
take local action to stabilize the fishing in-
dustry in order to capt' wealth &om the
salmon resource in the local commumty.
This was an extension of the political impetus
that drove Alaska to statchced. The goal was
to reduce the awnomic hegemony of the
large packing ccsnpanics, to put the harvest
in individual fishcrinens hands, and remove
resource maiiagcinent authority from the fed-
eral to the local level. What could nat be
accomplished by the state or natianal govern-
ment was accomplished in the local conunu-
nity.



Protection of the productivity of wild-
spawned salmon was a central part of the
local managemertt vision. It had become
clear that wild-spawned production was not
sustaining the irtdustry, and that both the
resource and the local industry were failing,
Stock enhattcement was sought as a means to
sustain both the industry and the natural
resource.

Other regional salmon ranching corporations
in Alaska are similar to the corporations
established in Prince William Sound, which
served as a model. Their operations are not
directly supperted by public monies, as are
most saltnan hatcheries in other states. These
private nonprofit corporations are supported
by the fishermen, both by a tnonetary assess-
rnent baaed on the value of their individual
landings and by a "cost recovery" harvest of
sal tnort. Salmon taken for cost recovery are
allowed to escape the common property har-
vest and enter a terminal area near each
hatchery where the corporation harvests
thetn.

Figism 2. targe salmon hatcheries at Alaska
 capacity above 20 milion embryos!. Arrows
derrotirtg more than one facility in a local re-
pass are lalreled wit@ the pertinent numl~ of
hatdreriea

In less than 20 years the Alaska saltnon ocean
ranching program has increased its annttsl
production to nearly 50 initlion adult salnton,
weighing more than 50 thousand tonttes
 FRED 1990, 1991, 1992!. Etnployment de-
rived from this production was estimated to
generate over $100 million m yearly per-
sonal income in Alaska  FRED 1991!. Tits
Alaska ocean ranching program is an impor-
tant part of the small United States marine
aquaculture industry  NRC 1992!. There are
about 36 productive salmon hatcheries itt
Alaska releasing over 1.7 billion fry anil
smolts each year  FRED 1991; Fig. 2!. It
rivals the annual production of the Japanese
chum salmon ocean ranching industry, the
world's largest, which produces near 100
thousand tonnes a year  Japan Fisheries As-
sociation 1991!.

Genetic Resource Mana ement

Overharvesting wild-spawned salmon
stocks, induced by harvest of enhanced
stocks, is the most severe threat to genetic
diversity and productivity connected to
Alaska's salmon ocean ranching industry.
This was recognized in the history of salmon
enhancement and has continued to be recog-
nized as a dificult problem  Helle 1976,
1981; Geiger et al. 1992; Eggers et al. iti
press; Geiger et al. in press!. Embryos of
wild-spawned stocks undergo greater tnor-
tality  more than 9P/o! in freshwater, there-
fore, more spawners are required to produce
the next generation. lf wild-spawned stocks
and hatchery stocks are mixed together anti
become indistinguishable in the fishery,
wild-spawned stocks are vulnerable to exces-
sive harvest. This risk threatens entire popu-

lationn genoines.

Other threats to genetic diversity and fitneN
of salmon stocks have been associated ivith



hatchery production. These threats have
~~ reviewed in the context of Alaska's
~~s Allendorf et al. 1992; Helle l976,
19gl! They include the deterioration of
iepoductiori barriers, loss of genetic vari-
ab;lity between stocks  transplantation,
straying! arid loss of genetic variability as a
consequence of domestication selection.

~ protection from overharvesting salmon
The pink salmon fishery in Prince William
Sound illustrates ineasures that could be
taken to minimize the effects of overharvest-
ing. Fishery managers in the Sound believe
that overfishing has occurred and is a clear
danger to pink salmon. Their analysis of the
1992 harvest found that a very small number
of salmon had spawned. Fewer salmon had

spawned than in the catastrophic years 1972
and 1974, when fisheries were closed to
protect spawners  Geiger et al. 1992!,

Four large hatcheries produce pink salmm.
in Prince William Sound, releasing 600 mil-
lion fry each spring, These fish mix with
wild-spawned salmon and leave the Sound
during their first summer. In a short period
of rnid-summer ~ surviving hatchery-
and wild-spawned adults migrate through
narrow passages in the southwest entrance to
the Sound  Fig. 3! and return to the hatiker-
ies. Their abundance is only roughly pre-
dictable. The challenge for miutagers is to
regulate the fishery for the protection of
wild-spawning stocks without knowing
whether the salmon wild-spawning are abun-
dant

~'Cure > Anadromous salmon migration paths and loca-
is of large salmon hatcheries in Prince Wigiain Sound,

~ka- AFK Hatchery: A.f. Koernig Hatchery; A4L Main
+TJ '+Ni Wallac» Noeinberg; CC: Cannery Creek; VEDA:

eries Development AssociatsosL Each h a pissk
m nin hatchery releasing more than %00 million fry each
y ai' except MB, which is a sockeye salinon facihty. tnter-
c pt'on fislseries in the southwest entrance of Prince Wil-
liain
ha

encl harvest mixtures of salmon migration to
~'es and to wild spawning streams.

Since 1980, as the stock enhan~
ment effort has increased, the fish-
ery has become focused csi the nar-
row entrances to the Sound where
the salmon are concentrated  Fig,
3!  Geiger et al. 1992!. The pri ~
mary objective of the managers is
to «nsure adequate escapeinelt of
adult salmon to the wild-spawning
streams. Management strategy has
been to monitor both escapeinent
and catch, and to use that informa-
tion to regulate fishing efforts  Gei-
ger et al, 1992!. Esaipement is
monitored by flying over the short,
steep streams and estimating the
numbers of spawners in the
streams. Catch is monitored by a
system of enforced reporting at the
time of first sale, when fishermen
deliver their daily catch, If abun-
dance is low as the salmon enter the

Sound, managers strive to restrain
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fishing efforts, thereby protecting the stocks
from over6shing.

Catch is the most useful early indicator of
abundance. The entrance of salmon into the

Sound and the primary fishing effort occur
before the fish are fully mature, and before
they enter the streams, However, catch is a
biased indicator of the abundance of wild-

spawned salmon when hatchery-bound
salmon are present in the run. Managers are
faced with a quandary because each compo-
nent of the salmon run is unpredictable. A
large catch may result from abundant hatch-
ery salmon even though there are a few
wild-spawned fish. In this case, if the man-
ager permits open fishing, wild-spawned fish
would be over-fished, apparently the case in
1992, In this case, if the manager does not
know whether wild-spawned salmon are
abundant and closes fishing, a valuable har-
vest would be lost.

In theory, there are solutions to this quan-
dary, Managers can restrain fishing in the
narrow entrances to the Sound and permit
fishing only aAer the salmon have ap-
proached their natural stream, also called the
"terminal area". By that time the hatchery-
spawned and wild-spawned salmon have
largely separated from one another because
the hatchery terminal area is geographically
separate from the wild spawners' terminal
area. The cost associated with this alterna-

tive may be severe. Anadromous salmon
rapidly lose value as they leave the ocean and
approach their spawning ground, because
body fat is converted to gametes or metabo-
lized, and secondary sex characteristics dis-
tort their shapes and darken their skins.
Technological aids are also possible.
Salmon as small as 0.25g, from different
stocks, can be artificially marked or tagged
 e.g., with coded micro wires!  Thrower and

Smoker 1984!. A sample of salmon in the
fishery can, therefore, be proportionately
identified and managers can judge whether a
stock is in danger of overfishing. This tech-
nology has been demonstrated in the manage-
ment of pink salmon fisheries in Prince Wil-
liam Sound. Managers there believe tagging
will be necessary if serious overfishing is to
be avoided in the near future  Peckham 1992;
Geiger et al, 1992!.

Ho~ever, tagging technologies are expen-
sive and only a small sample of hatchery
production can be tagged  in recent practice
in Prince William Sound 1/1000!. It costs as
much as $.20 to tag each of several hundred
thousand fry and as much as $20 to detect,
recover, decode and tabulate information
from each of several thousand recovered

adults, However, few tagged fish can be
recovered and inferences drawn from these

small samples are inherently imprecise.

Mass-marking procedures have been prm
posed and may be applied in the future.
Informational marks can be induced in the

microstructure of salmon otoliths by manipu-
lations of the temperature of incubation of
embryos  Volk et al. 1990!. This technology
has been successfully applied at reasonable
cost and at production scale in a large pink
salmon hatchery  Munk et al. In Press!,

~ Threats to diversity and fitrieea

The productivity of Alaska's salmon re-
sources is preserved within the huge genetic
diversity between five species and between
hundreds, even thousands, of different
stocks of salmon in each species. These
stocks are each adapted to a local environ-
ment that can, in principle, be defined by
physical characteristics  water temperature,
spawning substrate size, etc.!, temporal
characteristics, and biological characteristics
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prey, etc,!. This diversity is
1 mant ned by rePr&ua ve b

~~ stocks, i.e., by the remarkable
~< for salmon to home to their natal
~~ for spawning

~~ wittun the strict constructs of con-
~ation biology theory, salmon ocean
~hing presents other threats to the genetic
density of salmon in Alaska. Consider a
scenario in which a large hatchery with a
b<ocxlstock of tens of thcaisands of fish is
ntuated near a typical array of wild-spawn-
ing stocks, each numbering a few hundred to
several thousand spawners The prediction is
that fish straying from the large hatchery
broodstock will niix with the wild-spawning
stocks. The wild-spawning stocks call be
harmed by the mixture of reproductive Ash
from a difFerent stock, especially from a
hatchery stock that has ita ancestral origin in
a difFerent environment and has experienced
domestication selection. Straying, even
though small in relation to the hatchery
broodstock, would be large relative to the
size of the wild-spawned stocks. The result
could be the loss of locally-adapted all eles or
the disruption of co-adapted genomes in the
wild-spawned stocks.

There is a continuing debate in Alaska on
these issues To a large degree these threats
to genetic diversity, fitness and resource
p'~ ucnvity are only conjecture. Hard evi-
~ of losses is not co
~ with biological conservation, who
Inust act

those char
ct conservatively, are pitted aNainst

ged with iinproving the near term
~~~ Y and value of the resource and

hese threats as only hypcithetical.
ome evidence in support of the
mst view, however, surveys of

ele frfrequencies have revealed there

is sigmficant variatiorl betwi~ difFerent
Alaskan stocks, although on the scale of
large regions, the variation is subtle  McGre-
gor 1%2; Gharrett et al. 1988!. Quantitanve
genetic analysis in anadromous pink salmon
has revealed significant additive genetic vari-
ability of adaptive traits like the seasonal
timing of spawning migration  Sinoker et al.
fg Pi ess! ~ nMntation has gggrggged the
potential for disruption of coadapted
genomes  Gharret and Smoker 1991!.

Other important evidence for the oxiserva-
tionist view is lacking and litle is known
about the dynanucs of homing and straying,
Surprising evidence of widespread straying
in both wi!<&pawned and hatchery stocks of
pink salmon in western Prince William
Sound has emerged from a large project
studying the effects of the 1989 oil spi11. In
this project, hundreds of thousands of coded
wire tags were placed in fry emigrating from
seven streams and in fry emigrating from
four hatcheries. Tags werc recovered from
adults returning both to hatcheries and to the
seven streams  Sharp 1992!. Interpretation
of even large studies like Sharp's are com-
plicated by uncertainties about the effects of
the tags themselves, the reproductive fitness
of observed strays and about the historical
effect of recent geological history  western
Prince William Sound spawning. grounds ex-
perienced severe tectonic disruption in a
1964 earthquake!.

Little is known about the structure of adap-
tive variation, particularly on fine tempxal
and geographic scales. Studies of pink
salmon in Auke Creek in Juneau, Alaska,
provide evidence that adapnvely important
traits like the seascsull tiNing of spawning
migration, development rate of embryos,
emergence timing of fry and selection of
spawning habitat all have a basis in genetic
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Conclusion

variability  Gharrett and Smoker, In Press a,
b!. This infrastructure may be typical of
wild-spawned stocks, but is not well charac-
terized and is not recognized in resource
management policy.

Poli and Practice in Alaska

Public policy in Alaska aims to "do no
harm," and to be conservative in the face of
uncertai nty. The Alaska Department of Fi sh
and Game has regulatory control over
salmon ocean ranching. A permit is required
for transportation of salmon from one place
to another or for the release of salmon from
a hatchery into natural waters, A qualified
geneticist must review each application for a
permit. The Department's genetics policy
was written in 1985  ADF G 1985! and speci-
fies that: salmon cannot be brought to Alaska
from outside its boundaries, salmon cannot
be transplanted between major faunal re-
gions, and transplantations within a region
are permissible only over short distances if
phenotypic characters of the donor are ap-
propriate to the receiving site. The policy
also seeks to protect wild-spawning stocks by

Management of the salmon ocean ranching
program in Alaska has always been based on
protection of the diversity of wild-spawned
stocks. Early statements by policy makers
and resource manages reveal a conr~rn for
protection of genetic resources: "The guide-
line is this; natural stocks must not be af-
fected adversely by hatchery operations"
 FRED 1980!, This policy is in marked
contrast to those of salmon hatchery pro-
grams in Japan, where chum salmon are
exclusively produced in hatcheries and wild-
spawning is only accidental, or in the U.S.

establishing sanctuaries and prohibiting pur-
poseful planting of doinesticated fish into
indigenous stocks; maintaining genetic di-
versity in hatchery broodstocks by setting
minimum effective population size standards
for founder stocks and broodstocks; and by
prohibiting overt artificial selection,

The policy has produced both broad suc-
cesses and some failures. Long distance and
casual transpl antations have been diminated
and inbreeding in hatchery broodstiscks is
now very rare or nonexistent. However,
regional genetic sanctuaries have not been
established and the diversity of broodstocks
in some regional ocean ranching programs is
small. For example, in the large 600-mil-
lion-fry pink salmon program in Prince Wil-
liam Sound, there are only two ancestrally
separate broodstocks in each af the odd and
even year lines. Overt artificial sdection is
avoided in hatchery broodstocks, but some
practices may invite genetic change. What-
ever shortcomings the policy has had, aclser-
ence to the policy will continue to go a long
way toward conservation of salnson genetic
resources in Alaska  Allendorf et al. 1992!.

Pacific Northwest where hatcheries were

built in mitigation for habitat destroyed by
hydroelectric and other development.
Whether Alaska can be successful in practic-
ing large scale ocean ranching without loss
of natural salmon variability and productiv-
ity is still debated.

In Prince William Sound, a large center for
salmon ocean ranching, conservation theory
and resource development practice come in»
particular conflict The public-ser eat re-
source managers from Alaska Fish and
Game are unabashed in expressing their cnn-
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viction that large scale ocean ranching is
seriously threatening wild stock productiv-
ity. They report that in 1992 wild stocks were
seriously overharvested  Geiger et al. 1992!.
Indeed, the recent production of tens of
millions of pink salmon adults from more
than half a billion fry each year is a far cry
from the early plan of 3 million adults froin
200 million fry each year  Koernig and No-
ercnberg 1976!. If there were only 3 million
enhanced salmon per year, the manager' s
harvest quandary would be more tractable
However, in the modern market, a resource
of three mi]lion salmon would not support a
regional industry,

Some conservation scientists have attributed
this rapid development in Prince William
Sound to "greed"  Hilborn 1992; Ludwig et
al. 1993!. The use of this derogatory term is
unfortunate, ignorant of history and naive of
the economic theory of free markets. The
roots of Alaskan ocean ranching are an eRort
to stabilize and enable local industry, and not
to abandon salmon resources to careless har-
vesting by large outside industrial firms.

From the historical point of view, ocean
ranching is a suamss. As Prince William
Sound managers point out, without salmon
ocean ranching there would have been no
harvestable salmon resource in three of the

past five years  Geiger et al. 1992!. Perhaps
the truth is in the early view that wild-
spawned production in Prince William
Sound is too unreliable to sustain an annual

harvest  Koernig and Noerenberg 19%!.

Arguably the trend toward local resource
management has been successful in cctiserv-
ing most of the wild-spawned salmon re-
sources and their productivity, even ~
it is a continuing and dificult process. The
trend toward economic self-determinaticsi

began with Alaska's statehood a generatitst
ago, with the control of the large packing
companies eliminated, This trend has con-
tinued in the development of large new sup-
plies of salmon by the nonprofit salmce
ranching corporations, which are controlled
by the fishermen. These new sources of
salmon are a new force in the market and are

leading to the development of new products
and markets, Ocean ranching has had a dy-
namic efFect on the industry,
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